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exHI-
BITIoN
NATURA LAPSA
From september 26th to november 30th 2014
assoCiated Curator : laurent le deunFF
Entrepôt-galerie of
Le Confort Moderne
-
From Wednesday to Sunday
and nights of concerts
   FREE ENTRANCE

Opening
Friday September 26th at 7pm
Fabienne Audéoud (piano),
Arne Vinzon (concert) et Dj Don Air
   FREE ENTRANCE

Thanks to :
CNAP, Frac Poitou-Charentes,
Galerie Air de Paris,
Galerie Semiose

There were times when nature was dreaded, feared as a den of vice, seen as the 
playground for the wild and devilish: the notion of natura lapsa.
 The exhibition is freely constructed around this idea of nature as an abstract and 
disturbing image, far away from the opportunistic and mercantile representations 
spanning across contemporary media, tourist boards and ecological correctness.
 Works from around thirty artists create an encompassing environment where 
sculptures turn into trees, branches and rocs, and paintings and walls become 
forests, icebergs or horizon lines. 
Some of the setting choices replay natural history and civilization museography 
codes. The diorama and its idiosyncratic mode of presentation through role-playing 
or staging of an exhibition model perform as a reference scheme, but in place of the 
extinct animal or the historical figure in their idiosyncratic environment, it's the 
sculptures which perform in this fragmented and atmospheric reconstitution, the first 
role.
Most of the invited artists have chosen to bypass figuration and refuse too obvious a 
representation of nature. There are actually very few natural elements to be found 
in their materials: Copper, graphite, spray, styrofoam, enamels and neons instead of 
wood, earth, stone or light. Hand made prevails over delegated production, and the 
use of recovered material, together with a certain sense of humility in scales, give 
the show an ambiance and, at the same time a certain simulation of homogeneity. The 
model prior the work seems to have disappeared or been distorted to deletion. Rather 
than naturalist representations, we prefer the monstrous forms that only nature can 
create.
Laurent le Deunff’s strongly engaged in curating the show, with a particular 
attention to the place, its history and its artists’ community. He managed to call 
in the exhibition space inner sedimentation process and play with great intuition 
with the marks artists have left behind. No heavy sceneries, no old-fashioned 
folklore, no updated rites but the joyful dream of a humid and sexual landscape 
where brambles and weeds grow freely: it is an intuitive and manifesto-like 
exhibition. 
 Putting this exhibition together allowed us both to free ourselves from fixed 
positions (artist/curator) in order to speak with one voice: that of pleasure, 
attention to artists and love of exhibitions.
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oPeN-
INg
NATURA LAPSA
Friday september 26th at 7pm

FABIeNNe AUdéoUd
piano

ARNe VINzoN
unComFortable pop

doN AIR
Cheesy & party sound
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NATURA LAPSA / Fabienne audéoud, aline bouvy, Calmets, stéphanie Cherpin, anne Colomes, 
ann Craven, tom de pekin, Julien dubuisson et maggy Cluzeau, david evrard, peter FisChli
et david Weiss, marvin gaye ChetWynd, piero gilardi, damien gouviez, mark handForth, laurent
le deunFF, ingrid luChe, mirka lugosi, riChard monnier, CéCile noguès, aurélien porte, samuel 
riChardot, torbJØrn rØdland, anne-laure saCriste, aurélie salavert, elmar trenkWalder, 
mathias tuJague, marianne vitale, marnie Weber
- 
exHIBITIoN IN THe gALLeRy
From septembre 26th to november 30th 2014
-
PReSS VISITS
departure From paris, details on demand
Friday september 26th 2014
-
oPeNINg
Fabienne audéoud / arne vinzon / don air
Friday september 26th 2014

Direction / Curator : Yann Chevallier (yann@confort-moderne.fr)
Associated curator : Laurent Le Deunff
Press Relations : Emma Reverseau (emma@confort-moderne.fr)


